
Thank you Community School of Davidson!

The number of seconds a student is in line vs. average maximum of students, 
and the number of lines for food distribution

The output below demonstrates the number of lines with varying service 
times, the average number of students served, and the average length of the 
line in number of students

• Optimize the way in which high school students at the 
Community School of Davidson receive hot lunch

• A vendor comes in each day with around five food options

• The students order food about two weeks ahead of time

• A server gathers the food based on a sheet with the student’s 
order on it

• The students wait in two lines alphabetically by their last 
name to receive their meal

• The line extends beyond some of the tables in the eating
space, thus limiting walking space through the cafeteria. This 
causes a perception of either a slow process, or the line being
too long.

• We simulated 100 students to account for the average number 
of students who would receive food on a given day.

• The lines are evenly distributed

• This is a normal day (not unusually low or high volume)

• A student waits approximately two minutes to stand in line, 
receive food, and exit the queue

• We coded a Monte Carlo simulation as our chosen modeling 
method

• We ran the simulation 1000 times for each data point, 
resulting in the charts to the right which display the 
relationships of the number of seconds it takes to serve the 
student with the number of students in line, and the impact 
of additional lines on waiting times

• We formulated an exponential decay function to model the 
decrease in lunch activity. This models the very quick 
resolution of the line. The students have a 33 minute lunch 
period, but serving lunch is usually over in 15 minutes.

• We found that the process is already very optimal and
moves students through the queue quickly

• The line averaged around 15 students for two lines and 6 
students for three lines at a service time of 12 seconds

• The simulation is sensitive to the number of students in
the line (the more students that are in the line, the longer
the line becomes, and thus, longer overall wait time)

• We could improve our data by running this experiment
again during a higher-volume time of the year, when more 
students order, resulting in busier lines

• Adding a third line would cut the students in line by half, but 
in reality, this could slow the process down, as the counter is 
set up for two servers with the food in the middle. If we add 
more than two lines, the food will probably move behind the 
servers, which could take more time to gather the food.

• There seemed to be only a few interruptions due to students 
forgetting their order, or the vendor making the order 
incorrectly

• We believe that the best way to alleviate the problem is to 
move some of the lunch tables. The most realistic and 
efficient setup is to maintain the two existing lines, which 
takes about 12 seconds per person to be served, and causes 
a backup of around 15 people. By moving the tables, the 
students will perceive the lunch line as being more efficient 
and taking up less space.
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